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Abstract. In order to ensure that all the connected Equipment in the distribution network operates smoothly, the voltage stability of photovoltaic
(PV) integrated distribution systems is very important. Sustaining the voltage profile when integrating PV is a particularly difficult issue. The
primary goal of this article is to provide a consistent voltage profile to a sensitive load. A three-phase PV integrated distribution system has been
chosen for investigation. An innovative feature of this system is that UPQC DVR and STATCOM systems are powered by Z-source inverters
instead of traditional inverters. The ability to actively decouple power is the primary benefit of utilizing a Z-source inverter. The objective of the
study effort is to use this new UPQC to synchronize a solar PV system with the distribution system. For the UPQC with battery energy storage
system (BESS), the research study examines and develops the most appropriate control approach. A UPQC is a device that is used to integrate
solar panels and improve the voltage stability of the distribution system. The prototype model is being developed, and the experimental findings
confirm the main objective.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An electric utility must satisfy power quality requirements by
supplying electricity at ratings of voltage and frequency. Power
quality problems nowadays include reactive power consump-
tion owing to poor power factor loads, the harmonic current bur-
den from non-linear loads, including converters, battery charg-
ers, mercury vapor lamps, and computers [1]. Furthermore,
single-phase loads may cause an imbalance in the distribution
supply load. In addition to being a sustainable energy source,
solar photovoltaic systems are also pollution-free. Incorporat-
ing PV will decrease the need for traditional fuels as well as
distribution system losses. Reactive power cannot be provided
by a photovoltaic system since it lacks that capability. The en-
ergy industry urgently must take steps to address these power
quality concerns. UPQC is a power quality compensation de-
vice that is commonly utilized in systems to enhance power
quality [2, 3]. STATCOM and DVR are the two types of in-
verters that are included. The system must compensate dynam-
ically for reactive power, and STATCOM is a great option for
harmonic removal and active load compensation. The DVR is
primarily used to reduce voltage sags and swells. This article
discusses the integration of solar PV into the power system by
using UPQC [4]. The quality of the power reflects the voltage
quality and frequency stability. Even if the frequency of the In-
dian grid is steady, the voltage profile in certain places must be
enhanced. It follows that if the voltage changes by one percent,
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the difference in power will be two percent of the impedance-
type load.

Similarly, with a change in demand of about 5%, the fre-
quency shift is approximately 1 Hz for the integrated Indian
Grid system. If there is a deficit in the frequency, the output
power of the lights and the induction motor will be impacted
negatively. The power quality of low-tension voltages and cur-
rents in the power supply is governed by IEEE standard 1159
(1995). The permissible dip limits range from 10% to 90% and
last for 0.01 sec to 0.06 sec, respectively. Temporary, immedi-
ate, and momentary categories are used in the dip categorization
scheme. It is common for voltage to increase (swell) in other
phases when an earth fault develops on one of the lines. The
use of an energy storage device at the inverter input may also
provide active power compensation. The traditional techniques
of reactive power compensation include the use of fixed capaci-
tors or reactors, controlled capacitors or reactors, static volt am-
pere reactive (VAR) compensators, tap-changing transformers,
excitation control of generators, and other similar devices and
methods. These approaches are susceptible to dynamic reactive
power adjustment. Shunt reactors are used to reduce line over-
voltage, whereas shunt-linked capacitors are utilized to boost
voltage during periods of high system load. Typically, STAT-
COM injects reactive electricity into the grid with appropri-
ate load compensation scheduling. Shunt capacitors and reac-
tors are ineffective at sustaining voltage during dynamic load
changes and are incapable of supporting or providing the nec-
essary power. Additionally, if STATCOM is utilized in conjunc-
tion with a battery energy storage system (BESS), active power
may be injected into the line [5, 6]. To ensure that the voltage
at each node or bus in a power system remains stable, it is crit-
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ical to balance the reactive power production and demand at
that node or bus. If there is a mismatch, the voltage will fluc-
tuate. In contrast to frequency, voltage is a local characteristic
that must be investigated. When balancing reactive power, it is
necessary to consider each node or bus. Aside from that, the
voltage across a bus is inversely proportional to the fault level
across that bus. The power system voltage profile is determined
by the V-Q sensitivity [6,7]. To keep the voltage stable, it should
be set to a positive value on all buses and nodes. The system en-
ters voltage instability mode if the voltage is determined to be
negative at any one of the nodes or buses. DVR will take care of
voltage sag and swell issues with appropriate design and man-
agement strategies [8]. The study of the literature reveals that
most proposals do not include the LCL filter, BESS, DVR, D-
STATCOM, or UPQC design characteristics [9, 10]. Tradition-
ally, grid-connected inverters have been used to integrate pho-
tovoltaic systems. The author of this study intends to close the
gap by creating a novel UPQC that utilizes a Z-source inverter
for both DVR and STATCOM integration of photovoltaic sys-
tems, along with the design of all required parameters [11]. The
uniqueness is that a three-phase UPQC with ZSI for PV integra-
tion is suggested. The STATCOM absorbs the oscillatory com-
ponent of active power and injects the PV source active power,
the load total reactive power, and the system reactive losses.
The design is cost-effective, considering the low DC link volt-
age, the low capacity of the BESS, the low voltage capacity of
the photovoltaic system, and the limited capacity of the inverter
switches. Our research laboratory develops and validates a pro-
totype model of the UPQC utilizing a Z-source inverter and an
FPGA controller.

2. Z-SOURCE NETWORK-BASED UPQC TOPOLOGY
The circuit design in Fig. 1 illustrates a three-phase UPQC sys-
tem with a Z-source inverter. The power supply is a three-phase,
400 V system. The direct current (DC) link voltage is 600 V.

To minimize total harmonic distortion (THD) in current and
terminal voltage, the shunt STATCOM controller injects reac-
tive current. With a power factor of unity, no reactive current
from the source is required. To determine the reference cur-
rent, the source should be made to provide only real power and
losses [12,13]. The DVR is used to compensate for voltage sags
and swells in the distribution network.

It is connected to three single-phase injection transformers
that obtain their power from the series active power filter [14].

For the series APF injection transformer, the leakage reac-
tance from each phase transformer is designed to be 0.01 p.u.
to reduce voltage dips on the secondary side. With regard to the
ZSI based PV-DVR, the injection transformer ratio has been
adjusted at 1:2. The transformer ratio may be selected based on
the injection capabilities of the device and the amount of injec-
tion voltage it can handle. Equation (1) shows the relationship
between the two variables.

ni =
Vpri

Vsec
=

VZSI

VSe
, (1)

Let, VSe indicates the series APF output voltage, Vsec represents
injection transformer secondary voltage and VZSI is the ZSI out-
put voltage.

3. SPV-UPQC CONTROL SCHEME
Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the shunt and se-
ries compensator controller. For three-phase SPV-UPQC, an
ESOGI-based control system is used in order to provide cur-
rent compensation. As a feedback signal, the load current, as
well as the compensatory currents, is evaluated. It is possible
to assess the source reference current of specific phase currents
in this voltage sensorless ESOGI control system. Consequently,
three ESOGI controllers are used to obtain the reference values
for the source currents [15, 16].

Fig. 1. Proposed solar photovoltaic supported UPQC topology
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of shunt and series compensator

3.1. Extraction of the fundamental component
For the extraction of the basic component, there have been
many SOGI-based methods developed in recent years [17, 18].
The issue with SOGI second output is that it is susceptible to
DC as well as subharmonic distortion. In this case, SOGI sig-
nal identification is not adequate for the weak grid. The third
integrator in the SOGI-based basic component extractor uses an
enhanced SOGI-PLL to cancel the input DC component. This
eliminates the issue. It has the potential to enhance performance
without adding complexity. A third integrator uses the gain of
kDC to estimate the DC offset, which is subsequently removed
from the input to enhance DC offset rejection. This results in
the DC offset being computed by a third integrator, this time
with a gain of kDC, which is subsequently subtracted from the
input signal in order to enhance DC offset rejection potential.

3.2. Computation of the shunt APF reference currents
Harmonic distortions are eliminated, and the reactive power of
the system is balanced with the help of the reference current
signal [19].

To explain why distorted voltages are created when the non-
linear load is connected to the system, consider how a non-
sinusoidal load current travels via an impedance. The instan-
taneous load current is derived by Equation (2).

iLx = ILx1 sin(wt−φx1)+
∞

∑
n=2

ILxn sin(nwt−φxn). (2)

The basic real components of the source current are derived in
equation (3) after mitigation.

Isxm = |ILx1|cosφx1 . (3)

Variations in the DC-link voltage of ZSI are caused by losses
in power electronic switches, losses in filter circuits, and load
fluctuations. This controller is used to maintain the DC-link

voltage of UPQC at a constant level relative to its reference
value [20, 21]. If the system is properly balanced, the optimal
source current value may be stated.

Isoptimal =

(
Isamax + Isbmax + Iscmax

3

)
+ ISLoss . (4)

The switching loss current is represented by ISL, and the op-
timum source current is represented by Ism. The source current
reference must be sinusoidal in order to properly adjust for vari-
ations in amplitude and phase with the ideal source current. Us-
ing equation (5), we can calculate the unit vectors

Upx =
vdx√

v2
dx + v2

qx

, (5)

where x expresses the definite phase (a, b, or c). The inaccuracy
in the DC-link voltage is derived at the nth sample moment.

Vdcerror(n) =V ∗dcerror(n)−Vdcerror(n) . (6)

A prediction is made for the PI controller output at the nth

instant of the sample period.

Imax(n) = Imax(n−1)−KPdc

(
Vdcerror(n)−Vdcerror(n−1)

)
+KIdc Vdcerror(n) . (7)

Because of this, a unit template (Upx) is used that is in phase
with the supply voltage to multiply the anticipated source cur-
rent peak value [22]. Equation (8) calculates the real reference
compensation current.

I∗ca = I∗sa− ILa; I∗cb = I∗sb− ILb; I∗cc = I∗sc− ILc . (8)

When comparing the reference compensation currents with
the actual compensation currents, it is possible to get an approx-
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imation of the error signals. The compensating error signals are
therefore obtained from the equation.

∆Ica = I∗ca− Ica; ∆Icb = I∗cb− Icb; ∆Icc = I∗cc− Icc . (9)

3.3. Computation of the series APF reference voltages
A series APF controller estimates the reference series APF volt-
ages by comparing the load nominal voltage with the load-side
voltages in the three phases [23].

V ∗Sex =V ∗Lnominal−VLx . (10)

The nominal value of load voltage is indicated by V ∗Lnominal, the
load-side voltage is indicated by VLx. The switching states for
series APF are shown in Table 1.

Table 1
Switching states for series active power filter

VSex ≥V ∗Sex +h1 VSex ≤V ∗Sex−h1

Sx 0 1

S′x 1 0

The hysteresis band (h1) has a value of 6.9 V.

4. VALIDATION THROUGH EXPERIMENTATION
Results from the experiments will illustrate the viability and
effectiveness of the proposed control system and compensator.
Figure 3 depicts a hardware prototype of the ZSI-UPQC. Xilinx
SPARTAN 6 FPGA controller generates the pulse width modu-
lation (PWM) signals in this experimental prototype. An analog
to digital converter (ADC) and zero crossing detector (ZCD)
use the decreased voltage from the step-down transformer. With
the ZCD output, the 3-phase UPQC output voltage may be
matched to the supply voltage for a perfect fit. Using the ADC
digital output signal converted into an FPGA controller, the
estimated magnitude of each phase voltage is determined. C
and assembly language are used to program the UPQC control
algorithm into the XC6SLX25 field-programmable gate array
(FPGA). PWM pulses generated by the 3-phase voltage of ZSI
and current are controlled by a UPQC control algorithm.

Fig. 3. ZSI-UPQC experimental set-up

The experimental research shows the outcomes before and
after using the SPV-UPQC method. In a solar photovoltaic-
based unified active power filter system, the following system
parameters are used: system phase voltage = 230 V, DC-link
voltage = 520 V, switching frequency = 10 kHz, shunt APF-
filter: L f = 23 mH, R f = 2.5 Ω, filter (series APF): Lse = 5 mH,
Cse = 80 µF. Studies have been performed using a range of
distinct load circumstances, such as Equal source voltages and
Equal loads, or Equal source voltages with unequal loads.

4.1. Balanced supply voltages and load currents
The SPV-supported ZSI-UPQC functionality is evaluated with
balanced voltage and load current. The balanced voltage sag
is used to measure voltage compensation. The injection trans-
former injects compensatory voltage when the SPV-UPQC de-
tects a decrease in voltage. As can be seen in Fig. 4, before

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4. Results from experiments with voltage and current kept balan-
ced: a) voltage from the utility grid, b) connected load current, c) con-

nected load current, current of the grid and compensation current
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attaching the ZSI-based UPQC, the voltage of the utility grid,
connected load current, and THD level of the balanced load cur-
rent were all measured.

Figure 5 depicts the harmonics distortion level of the source
current prior to attaching the solar photovoltaic assisted ZSI-
UPQC.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. Source current THD level before attaching solar photovoltaic
powered by a ZSI-UPQC

Figure 6 depicts the source current after connecting the ZSI-
UPQC, the injected voltage, the output voltage of the load, as
well as the source current and voltage of the source.

Using an SPV-supported ZSI-UPQC, the harmonic distortion
of the source current is shown in Fig. 7. Using a balanced load
and balanced voltage, the proposed SPV-UPQC control system
is evaluated for its performance. After adjustment, the source
current harmonic content using the proposed approach is 1.2%
when using the UPQC under these circumstances.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 6. Results from experiments conducted at steady voltage and cur-
rent: (a) current from the utility grid, (b) voltage injected for compen-
sation, (c) voltage at load terminal, (d) current from the grid and grid

voltage

As shown in Fig. 8, the voltages of capacitors 1 and 2 and Z-
source network output voltage.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 7. Current THD before attaching ZSI-UPQC supported by solar
photovoltaic

4.2. Balanced voltages with unbalanced loads
Unbalanced load currents result when connecting single-phase
rectifier circuits to three-phase lines. A ZSI-based UPQC is
connected before the supply voltage, current, and harmonic cur-
rent distortions are shown in Fig. 9. As a result of connecting
ZSI-UPQC, Fig. 10 shows voltage injected for compensation,
current from the utility grid, voltage at load terminal, and har-
monics analysis. The findings of the experiments reveal that in
three-phase four-wire electric power systems, a control strategy
is used to reduce harmonic components and voltage distortion.

An unbalanced load is applied to the SPV-UPQC with the
ESOGI control system to see how it performs under balanced

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 8. a) capacitor 1 voltage, b) capacitor 2 voltage, c) Z-source net-
work output voltage

voltage. After compensation, the source current harmonic con-
tent with the proposed approach is 1.2% when used with
the UPQC in the experimental investigation using the recom-
mended control system. Figure 11 displays the Z-source net-
work voltage across the condensers and SPV array voltage.

Experiments at the same load are used to determine the effi-
cacy of ESOGI control systems for UPQC. The level of source
current harmonics before compensation is 25.2%, 25.7%, and
25.4%, while the level after compensation is 1.2%, 1.2%, and
1.1%. By removing the source voltage, it was possible to evalu-
ate the voltage interruption compensation during experimental
validation.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 9. Results from experiments with balanced voltages and
unbalanced loads: a) voltage from the utility grid, b) connected
load current, c) connected load current, current of the grid, and

compensation current, d) harmonic distortion results

a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 10. Results of experiments: a) voltage injected for
compensation, b) current from the utility grid, c) voltage at

load terminal, d) harmonic distortion results
xxx xxx xxx xxx xxx
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a)

b)

Fig. 11. a) Z-source network voltage across the condensers and
b) SPV array voltage solar photovoltaic array voltage

4.3. Unbalanced voltages with unbalanced loads
It is necessary to conduct the experimental test with unbalanced
voltages and uneven load currents in order to get reliable re-
sults. The imbalanced voltage sag and swell are used in order
to evaluate the voltage compensation. The injection transformer
injects compensating voltage to make up for the voltage loss
that was identified by the SPV-UPQC. Figure 12 depicts volt-
age from the utility grid, connected load current harmonic dis-
tortion results.

a)

Fig. 12a

b)

c)

Fig. 12. a) voltage from the utility grid, b) connected load current,
c) harmonic distortion results

Figure 13 depicts the injected series APF voltage, voltage at
load terminal, current from the utility grid, and the harmonic
distortion after the solar photovoltaic unified active power filter
connection.

When source currents are not compensated, their total har-
monic distortion in percentage is 25.5, 25.3, and 25.6, respec-
tively. When compensation is applied, the THD of source cur-
rents is decreased to 1.2, 1.2, and 1.3. Table 2 demonstrates the
results of harmonic distortions. The level of measuring THD is
extremely low and suited for grid-connected applications as per
IEEE-519-1992 Standard.

Table 2
Results of harmonic distortions

Phase
Case study 1 Case study 2 Case study 3

Before
compen-

sation

With
compen-

sation

Before
compen-

sation

With
compen-

sation

Before
compen-

sation

With
compen-

sation

Current THD (%)

A 25.3 1.1 25.2 1.2 25.5 1.2

B 25.4 1.2 25.7 1.2 25.3 1.2

C 25.7 1.3 25.4 1.1 25.6 1.3
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a)

b)

Fig. 13. Findings from experiments conducted at voltages that were
not balanced and with loads that had uneven loads: a) injected series
APF voltage, b) voltage at load terminal, c) current from the utility

grid, d) harmonic distortion results

5. CONCLUSION
ZSI-UPQC with enhanced SOGI control is used in this study to
integrate solar PV into the grid in the face of severely non-linear
load, which is discussed in detail in the paper. SPV interfaced
three-phase four-wire ZSI-UPQC uses this technique to com-
pensate for power quality issues in the electric distribution net-
works. With the SPV power generating technology, voltage and
current instability in the distribution networks may be reduced
in the long run. SPV power production systems may share and
store any extra power they create in the form of battery-powered
energy storage devices. Regardless of the scenario, the SPV
power system ensures that clean power is delivered to the load
consistently. Under dynamic source and load conditions, our
ESOGI control algorithm efficiently compensated for harmonic
distortions, voltage, and current. An experimental model is used
to evaluate the whole system, and THD analyses are carried out
in both steady and dynamic circumstances. In the experiments,
the non-linearity of the load was successfully compensated for
using the proposed approach. It also integrates the PV system
easily into the grid while creating little grid distortion with re-
spect to the proposed technique.
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